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1. About BDC
A private company established under the Companies Act in 1970

Botswana Development Corporation is the investment arm of government
Our Mandate
• To provide, facilitate and support financing
of commercially viable developments in
order to contribute to a sustainable and
diversified Botswana economy

•

Structure: A company limited by shares

•

Ownership: 100% Government of
Botswana

•

Governance: Independent Board

• To stimulate the growth of the private
sector, diversify the economy and create
wealth for the shareholder

•

Products: - Debt and equity financing

• To invest in the region and internationally

•

Group Assets (2016): P4.4 Billion across
32 investments

•

Group Revenue (2016): P435 Million

•

Industries: Energy, Infrastructure,
Property, Industry, Services, Agriculture,
Tourism, Technology

• To conduct its business on a commercial
basis and exercise special care and regard
to economic and commercial merits.
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BDC Quick Facts

- Mezzanine financing

- Structured financing

1. About BDC
Track record of successful investments and positive impact
BDC’s contribution has permeated every major industry in Botswana and the Corporation has
been responsible for some of most important companies in Botswana
Pioneering New Industries
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Industrialisation

Source: BDC Annual Reports, Audited Financial Statements

Facilitating Sustainable
Employment

2. The Early years: 1970 – 1980
Independence in 1966
“Bechuanaland Poor, Hungry Desert Land, Independence to come Friday” by Charles King,
Southern News Service
GABERONES, Bechuanaland – An impoverished, arid and hungry land without hope of
achieving economic stability makes its debut this week among the community of nations.
The new blue, white and black flags are flying everywhere in Gaberones, its incongruous
capital city. But elsewhere in the vast, trackless wastes land that will take the name of
Botswana there is little to celebrate.

Two years of disastrous drought and crop failure have brought havoc and hunger to its
widely scattered agricultural inhabitants. More than one fifth of the population is literally
being kept alive by emergency feeding and the numbers are rapidly increasing.
Its population of 500,000 – one per square km – makes it one of the emptiest countries in
the world. It has a single railway line owned and operated by neighbouring Rhodesia, and
a national airline with one plane, a rickety, well-worn DC-3. It has 2000 cars and trucks,
1600 telephones, and a national radio service that broadcasts for two hours a day.
It also has debts, and economic misery. It is destined to be an international charity case
forever, exporting its ablest men and its cattle in exchange for cash and kindness from
abroad.
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2. The Early Years: 1970 –1980
Formation of BDC
“From an investment base of just ZAR20,000 in 1971, the first year of operation, a
sustained growth has seen this value growing to BWP2,1 billion (ZAR2,6 billion) by the
close of 2014. (Up until August 1976 the Republic of Botswana was a member of the Rand
Monetary Area, thus adopting the South African Rand (ZAR) as its official currency.)

The aims of the
Corporation
remain identical
to those of the
Government of
Botswana.

1. To create employment
2. To develop local skills and
entrepreneurship
3. To encourage savings and investments
4. To promote the improvement of
services and the efficient use of
domestic resources

From 3 investments in ther first year to over 12 by the end of the decade,
BDC achieved profitability.
Key investments aligned to National Development Plans.
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3. The Growth Years: 1980 –2000
Formation of BDC
“The Corporation recorded another profitable year of operations and must be one of the
few development Corporations established in a developing country which can boast
conventional financial success from the onset”

The Corporation has long
recognized that the application
of strict commercial investments
criteria could lead to the
rejection of projects having a
high social retire in terms of job
creation and rural development.
The Board has set aside
resources for investments of this
kind

Fuelled By:
1. High GDP growth rates
2. A relatively small private sector creating
opportunities for BDC
3. High property growth
4. Highly diversified portfolio
5. Strict application of commercial principles
6. Alignment to government’s priority areas
7. Over 100 investments

“We are well funded, well staffed and well organised”
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4. Years on Uncertainty: 2000 - 2013
BDC comes under pressure for high profile project failures
“BDC came under pressure for several high profile project failures”

BDC reached a crisis fueled by:
a departure from its mandate,
too much debt, the wrong
skills, and an outdated
business and operating model

1. Low levels of investment in key sectors
2. Concentration in the property sectors
3. Only three investment's into the
manufacturing sector
4. Project failures
5. Significant financial losses

“The Corporation received unprecedented public backlash and a marked dip
in shareholder confidence”
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4. Years on Uncertainty: 2000 - 2013
Botswana's economic structure changed
“Botswana's economic structure changed fundamentally”
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• Mining is no
longer driving
growth
• But growth
has been
declining

5. The #NewBDC: 2014 - 2019
A 5-year strategic plan was developed following a radical transformation
MISSION:

VISION:

To provide, facilitate, and support financing of commercially viable developments in
order to contribute to a sustainable and diversified Botswana
To be an innovative and sustainable development finance institution

STRATEGIC
GOAL:
VALUES:

STRATEGIC
ESSENCE:

“Double the business in 5 years”
Enterprising
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Integrity

To leverage best practise industry tools and partnerships to create and grow
commercially viable businesses
FINANCIAL
PERSPECTIVE

OBJECTIVES:

Collaboration

1 . Achieve
financial self
sufficiency

CUSTOMER
PERSPECTIVE

2. Invest in local
and international
businesses that
are viable,
profitable and
sustainable
3. Continue to
Reposition the
BDC Brand

INTERNAL PROCESS
PERSPECTIVE

4. Achieve best
practice balance
sheet to ensure
sustainability of
operations

LEARNING and
GROWTH
PERSPECTIVE

5. Build and
maintain a high
performance team

2. Our Strategy
An explicit dual mandate to deliver BOTH a financial and a development return
1

2

3

Social and Development Return

High

• New
Industries
• Exports
• Jobs
• Private
sector
6
growth

BDC
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BDC
Low

Reliance on
Gov Funds

Low
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Self Sustaining

Financial Return

Highly Profitable

High

Private Company
Pay Taxes
Pay Dividends

Achieving a balance between these two Mandates is key to our long
term sustainability.

3. Challenges and Opportunities
PURPOSE:

BDC remains a relevant and important SOE and economic player in Botswana
Challenges
•

•

•

BDC requires significant capital for
investment. The current pipeline of
projects is worth over P10B of which
P4B is has been qualified.
BDC requires concessionary funding
to allow the business to devote
significant
funds
towards
development projects which, by their
nature, are longer term and lower
return projects.
BDC requires active and visible
shareholder support to drive market
confidence.
This will allow the
business to raise additional funds.

Opportunities
•

•
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Execute “Non-Guarantee Strategy”:
a. Raise additional funds on a nonguarantee basis
b. Obtain an independent credit
rating
c. Increase the divestment rates to
generate additional capital for
investment purposes
d. Align the business to the new
economic realities and conserve
cash
e. Undertake more high-return
projects
f. Build businesses of tomorrow
Obtain alignment on “what is the
shareholders dream for BDC?”

Overview of BDC:
Presentation to the Board of Directors
December 2014

